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Events

History Redux
Revisionist History Study Group
Tuesday, Oct 15 7 – 8:30 pm
Free for members, $5 for non-members.

Our first book for discussion is Sacred Science: The King of Pharaonic Theocracy by R. A.
Schwaller de Lubicz.
This is an excellent book to be able to discuss with others, as it will challenge even the most
thoughtful reader with its extensive research on ancient thought.
This is a deep book by a well-educated, highly intelligent man who not only gives us the advantage of his many
years studying the ancient Egyptians and Eastern Mystery Schools, but uses that platform as a way to examine
our current thought patterns, to help us look at our own views of the way the world works.

Community Event

Author Talk and Book Signing
Judyth Vary Baker

Lee Harvey Oswald’s girlfriend in the summer of 1963, author of Lee and Me, uses her
personal connections and deep research to look at one of the most interesting people
in the JFK assassination.
Russian Community Center
704 19th Ave E on Capitol Hill
Tuesday, October 7
7 pm

Greenwood Senior Center
525 N 85th St – free parking
Monday, October 6
7:30 pm

Book Review
The Anatomy of Consciousness
By Robert Blackthorn

This is an innovative take on numerology combined with the use of astrological
archetypes.... In the introduction the author describes his personal system of
spiritual evolution through nine archetypes: This development, it is argued, reaches
across lifetimes, dimensions and other worlds.
Blackthorne contends that this system for consciousness development was encoded
in him from another lifetime (more...)

New Books
Recently added to our collection

Black Smoke: Healing and Ayahuasca Shamanism in the Amazon
by Margaret De Wys

When composer Margaret De Wys learned she had cancer, she journeyed deep into
the Amazon to work with Carlos, a charismatic Shuar shaman and master of
medicina milenaria who guided her into a world of potent visionary plants,
harrowing initiations, ritual purification, and miraculous healings, including the
complete disappearance of her cancer.

The Turba Philosophorum or Assembly of the Sages
Arthur Edward Waite
from the back cover:
…among the most enigmatic of the alchemical texts due to the obscure language it
employs in its exposition of the Arabic transmission of early Greek alchemical
though.

The Traveler: Ken Page and the Fallen Angel
Daniel L Rogers and Mary Darragh Page
Throughout history men like King Arthur have searched for the Holy Grail,
wondering if the legend could be true and the Holy Grail id only waiting for
rediscovery. Ken Page unravels one of the oldest secrets know to humanity, along
with Daniel, his son from a past life.

The Subtle Templates Of God - A Journey Along The Path
Mike O. Doney
A first-hand account of developing the skills of water witching, or dowsing,
along with stories of how he used it to help himself, his friends and family.
He lived in rural southwest Washington, Oregon and northern California,
and it is interesting to watch him working with neighbors and coworkers as
he learns to use his skills.
On the Internet
Last year, militant skeptics captured hundreds of entries on Wikipedia, including Rupert
Sheldrake’s biography page. An entire website is devoted to documenting this problem:
Wikipedia problem
A new initiative called ISHAR (Integrative Studies Historical Archive and Repository) is
building up a vast online library of reliable sources on mind/body research that will make
it much harder for dogmatic skeptics to control for their own purposes. ISHAR has a fundraising page on Indiegogo to support this is initiative, to counter the systematic bias on
Wikipedia against consciousness research, integrative medicine and holistic science.

Conferences
Conferences are so much fun - it’s really nice to talk to people who share your interests!

9th Annual Conference on Precession and Ancient Knowledge
October 17 – 19, Rancho Mirage, CA
Myths of ancestral people speak of a time when humans walked with the gods and lived in harmony with nature on a
pristine Earth. They whisper of a long lost Golden Age, and a celestial driven cycle where the rise and fall of the ages flows
like seasons. Most of all, they speak with reverence about the stars and our connection with the heavens .
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